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Causality

Investigating the links between data, underlying mechanisms and their modification.

This relies on postulates of independence of causal mechanisms: changes that affect 
each subsystem do not “inform” each other.

Structural Causal Model (SCM)
Data:

Interventions and counterfactuals 

Observational/experimental

Background knowledge

Assumptions

Identifyability of complex latent variable models 
Independent Mechanism Analysis (IMA), Gresele*, von Kügelgen* et al., NeurIPS 2021
Embrace the Gap, VAEs perform IMA, Reizinger*, Gresele*, Brady* et al., arXiv

Design of Interventions
Counterfactuals in Deep Generative Models, Besserve et al., ICLR 2021
Soft Interventions in Equilibrium Systems, Besserve et al., UAI 2022 (accepted)



SCM and Interventions

Unintervened graph

Hard intervention

Soft intervention

Independent
exogenous variables

Counterfactuals = keeping the value of exogenous variables fixed.



1. Intervening in (feedforward) neural networks

Counterfactuals Uncover the Modular Structure of 
Deep Generative Models, ICLR 2020

Arash Mehrjou Rémy Sun               Bernhard Schölkopf



High-level image properties are “correlated”
Example: Object-background correspondence

Likely Unlikely

Not impossible
In real life!

Assumption: Generalization relies on a causal internal representation
that can generate new associations between image properties.
This relates to the ability to form counterfactuals: 

“What if the background of the left elephant was a city street?”

Counterfactual



Counterfactuals rely on modularity of the causal model
through independence of mechanisms

Can deep generative models generate unlikely counterfactuals without 
explicitly adapting their training based on target image properties?
Related to unsupervised disentanglement of factors of variations (e.g. Higgins 
et al., 2017), unsolved for complex real world datasets (e.g. ImageNet).

Exogeneous variables

Head Limbs

Object
texture

Object shape

Background

Landscape
Ground

Object

Picture

Illumination

Internal variables

parts

Chimera of Arezzo, c. 400 BCE
Texture-shape

pngimg.com
Sailko, GFDL licence.

Baby groot, c. 2010 CE
Parts of objects

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_Free_Documentation_License


“Functional” disentanglement framework
A disentangled image transformation T acts sparsely on the latent space
of the generator (e.g. Kulkarni et al., 2015).

Challenge (Proposition 1):
Where/how to intervene to
respect the internal
manifold structure?
Strategy: Resampling from
groups of internal variables
that perform independent
mechanisms.
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Counterfactuals as disentangled transformations

Resampling from marginals 
breaks dependency

Causal effect of quantified
by an influence map

Generator Generator

Hair changed!



Unsupervised identification of modules (Proposition 3).

We group the channels with similar causal effects on the output:
(1) Compute influence maps for hybrids of each channels.
(2) Cluster influence maps (Nonnegative Matrix Factorization).
(3) Build modules from each clusters and compute respective hybrids.

Example with BEGAN 
(Berthelot et al., 2017) 
on CelebA.
Modules associated to
(1) Eyes and mouth,
(2) Hair,
(3) Face shape.



Hybridization results
Examples for BigGAN
(Brock et al., 2018) on ImageNet

General observations:
Approach finds interpretable modules.
- CelebA properties: face 
shape/eye+mouth/hair/background, 
variability across generative models 
(VAE easier to interpret than GANs).
- ImageNet properties: 
background/foreground/texture/parts. 

We use vanilla and state-of-the art VAEs 
and GANs and intervene on selected 
groups of layers.



ClassifierHybrid Decision?

Probing discriminative models
We use hybrids to assess the robustness of state of the art classifiers.

Resnet_v2_50 Inception_v3

Koala Koala

Nasnet_large Inception_resnet_v2

Teddy Teddy

“Realistic” hybrids

“Imaginary” hybrids or chimeras

Entropy of classifier’s decision

Layer intervened on (upstream to downstream)



Take home

• Independence of Causal Mechanisms ≠ Statistical Independence.

• Looking for internal modules instead of partitioning input (latent space).

• Practical unsupervised approach, applicable to any trained
feedforward generative model (VAEs, GANs, …), supported by theory.

• Application: probing and interpreting robustness of generative models.



2. Intervening in (cyclic) economic systems

Besserve & Schölkopf, Learning Soft Interventions in 
Complex Equilibrium Systems, UAI 2022 (accepted)



Motivation: decarbonizing the economy

Natural resources

Fossil fuels

Final 
consumption

?

?

?

?
?

?



From rebound effects…

Energy efficiency increase

Less emissions per units consumed

Lower running costs 
for heating

More (!) or less
absolute emissions

Higher room temperature 
or leaving the heating on for longer



From rebound effects… to cobra effects



Intervening in complex systems: challenges
• Feedback loops between economic sectors make the outcome of 

interventions difficult to anticipate,

• Behavior of economic agents needs to be accounted for:
• Policies with negative economic impacts are unlikely to be implemented as 

planned,
• Rebound effects: efficiency benefits may be counteracted by systemic response,

• Interventions strongly constrained by ethical, legal and technical issues.

Goal: finding optimal and interpretable ways to intervene in complex 
systems by using computational models.

Approach: 
• Focus on economic equilibrium → cyclic structural causal model,
• Develop a framework for soft and differentiable interventions,
• Exploit automatic differentiation tools for generic optimization under constraints.



Economic equilibrium
• Leontief (1951) model (demand driven)

• Can be associated to a cyclic structural causal model
-> node values are given by an implicit fixed point equation

Accounts for feedback loops and balanced causal pathways

Final demandDemand from 
other sectors

Sector’s output

Technical coefficients matrix

…

Exiobase dataset.
Stadler et al., 2018

Countries



Generic effects of soft interventions have a computable graphical 
representation, the causal ordering graph (Blom et al., 2021).

Soft interventions on X1, X2, X4 influence  X3, 

but not the other way round.

However, this graph becomes easily uninformative.

Causal ordering graph of soft interventions



Smooth SCMs (SSCM): a differentiable framework

We need to study interventions in cyclic models at the equation level!
We restrict the setting to smooth structural equations.

The SSCM solutions can be interpreted as 
the intersection between the graph of the 
assignments and the “identity plane”. The 
proofs rely on implicit function theorems 
and related results for smooth manifolds.

Besserve & Schölkopf, UAI 2022 (accepted)



Different types of soft interventions in SSCMs

A Demand reduction

(multiplicative) Lie intervention

Invariant intervention

Unintervened
equilibrium

Intervened
equilibrium

Learnt with 
a neural network

Intervened 
node

Invariant
node



Summary of theoretical results

• Proposition 1: Conditions for smooth SCM to be well defined: unique 
solution for any choice of parameters.

• Proposition 2: Lie interventions leads to equilibria with a unique 
equilibrium solution in a neighborhood of the unintervened one.

• Proposition 3: Condition for designing invariant interventions.

• Proposition 4: Conditions for “compartmentalizing” interventions.



Design with differentiable equilibrium models 
(Bai et al., 2019)

Forward pass

Backward pass

Intervention
controls

Intervention
parameters

Intervention design 
layer

Implicit layer

Loss
to minimize

Implementation in PyTorch.

Besserve & Schölkopf, UAI 2022 (accepted)



Experiments: multiplicative Lie interventions
Lie interventions 

Sectors
output

GHG emissions Employment

We learn Lie interventions under 
a social acceptability constraint 
decrease GHG emissions while 
maintaining employment. 

Total 
emissions

Total employment

Parameters from 
Exiobase dataset 
(Stadler et al., 2018)

Besserve & Schölkopf, UAI 2022 (accepted)



Experiments: Preventing rebound trough prices

We learn an invariant intervention: 
decrease energy demand while maintaining 
final user’s price invariant across a range of 
parameters/perturbations.

PricesActivities Energy 
unitary price

Energy required
per unit of product 2

Final demands

Energy-related price
per unit of product 2

Rebound effect

Price (p)

Final demand (y)

Demand curve

Besserve & Schölkopf, UAI 2022 (accepted)



Take home 2
• To understand interventions in cyclic graphs, we need to do them…

• Framework for designing soft interventions in complex SCMs,

• We use smooth cyclic causal models and implicit layers to represent 
computational models of economic equilibrium,

• Future work will incorporate more domain knowledge about the 
mechanisms controlling economic activity and constraining 
interventions on the various sectors. 



Conclusion
• Even when we “know” a model perfectly, we may not “understand” it. 

functionally interventionally

• Causal Machine Learning can help by exploring an interventional space.

• Perspective on how we can better leverage scientific knowledge, 
encoded by  mechanistic models: 
Embrace their complexity and study them with Causal Machine Learning.

-> Interventional consistency [Rubenstein, UAI 2017] as leading principle

• Moving towards a framework where:
• Data and computational models are better integrated and criticized,

• Scientific knowledge is better shared and exploited. 

• Connection to Sim2Real frameworks: “wrong” models may be used to 
say something about reality, if done “right”.

• This is needed to address key challenges.



Economy-environment feedbacks

Haberl et al., 2019

International Panel on Climate Change,
Sixth Assessment Report, Climate Change 2021: The Physical Science 
Basis. Ipcc.ch

Ipcc.ch



Burke, 2015

Integrated assessment modeling (IAM)



IPCC report AR6, group II (2022)
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Simulation experiment

A

Input-output model case

Demand reduction



Application 1: GHG emission reduction



Application 1: GHG emission reduction

• We can train an intervention design layer to minimize a country’s 
carbon footprint, while maintaining a maximum level of 
employment in the sectors.

Multiplicative
Intervention
parameters

Intervention design layer

Equilibrium layer

Loss
to minimize



Results



Application 1: GHG emission reduction



Structure des tables MRIO

https://www.exiobase.eu/



Solving equilibrium equation
• Compute intersector activity

• Interpretation

Final demand

Demand from 
other sectors

Sector’s output

Technical coefficients matrix

Matrice de LeontievMatrice identité

Demande 
finale

Commodités  nécessaires 
pour produire la 
demande finale

Commodités  nécessaires 
pour produire les 
commodités  nécessaires 
pour produire la
demande finale



Application to Life Cycle Assessement
• Exemple of washing machine:

• Sector granularity issues -> hybrid methods.

Liste des 
impacts

Activité des secteurs 
nécessaire pour 
produire la machine

Vecteur de 
demande finale 
pour une machine



Exiobase 3 monetary
https://www.exiobase.eu

• 1995 – 2017, 44 countries, 5 Rest of World regions

• 200 products, 163 industries

• 417 emission categories

• 662 material and resources categories

Article detaillé : 



Exiobase 3 monetary
https://www.exiobase.eu



pymrio
https://pymrio.readthedocs.io

Téléchargement des données et 
calcul des tables automatise.



Exobase 3 hybrid

• 43 countries, 5 Rest of World regions

• 200 products

• 164 industries

• 39 resources

• 5 land categories

• 66 emissions

• supply and use of waste flows

• supply and use of packaging

• new accumulation of materials

• crop residues/grass accounts

• avoided emissions.

Description des flux en unités physiques autant que possible -> structure plus “stable”


